
7.00-8.00
Breakfast

For breakfast, we recommend drinking a glass of milk. Milk contains amino acid tryptophan, which makes up for the deficit 
of serotonin an important brain neurotransmitter. Tryptophan has the antidepressant effect and eliminates anxiety.

9.15
Theoretical exam

Сatalyzer continues to fill you in on national superstitions concerning luck at exams. Some Russian students believe you shouldn’t wash 
your hair before the exam, or shave, or cut your nails, or take out the garbage, or step out of bed onto the right foot.  On the contrary, what 
you have to do is:  wear the same socks as at the first exam,  have a short seat on your notes. If you want good luck for your friend, tell 
him «Break a leg!» which in Russian is something like “No fluff no feathers” / Ни пуха, ни пера! [Nip pooh-ha nip-pair-rah], to which the 
friend is supposed to respond «To hell!» / К черту [k-chir-too]

16.00
Lunch

Try cabbage rolls with milled potatoes, mushrooms, onions, carrots and buckwheat. In Russian they are called “ленивые голубцы” [lay-
near-vow-yeah gull-loop-zee], which means “lazy” because you don’t have to do much to cook them.

17.30
Transfer to MSU

Did you know Moscow’s one of the world’s greenest megapolises? There are 12 million trees which makes it about a tree per person. The most 
popular of them are poplar, linden and birch tree. The black-and-white birch tree is a symbol of Russia (see page 4).

19.00-22.00
Re-union party 
(boat trip), 
Dinner — BBQ or 
buffet aboard

TAKE WARM CLOTHES! Otherwise you’ll get very cold, it’s windy on the river.
There are three things you need to know about the Moskva river. First: it’s not called after the city, but vice versa. Second: if you sail 
along the Moskva river on and on you can finally get to the Black oк even Mediterranian sea without getting out of the boat. Third: 
If you wave your hands from the boat at people on the bank, they’ll think you’re Moscow high-school graduates, they’re known to be 
doing it every year in late July.
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